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Let X be a regular and irreducible two-dimensional scheme, proper and of 
finite type over Spec(Z), so that X is either a regular and complete algebraic 
surface over a finite field or a fibration of complete curves over a ring of 
algebraic S-integers. 
We can consider Azumaya algebras on X. With the usual equivalence 
relation and with tensor product as multiplication, these form the Brauer 
group Br(X). Suppose now we have a fibration f:X+ V of X over a regular 
one-dimensional scheme V with generic point q and with function field k(V). 
V is either a curve over a finite field or a ring of algebraic S-integers. Using 
the Leray spectral sequence for f and identifying the Ctale cohomology group 
Hi&Y, G,) with Br(X), Artin and Grothendieck define a homomorphism 
P: Br(X) -+ tJ..J(k(V), K Jac(&)), 
the right side denoting the Tate-Shafarewich group of principal homogeneous 
spaces with respect o the Jacobian group Jac(X,) of the generic fibre X, of 
A defined over k(V), which have rational points in the completion of k(V) 
with respect o any point p E V. [8, Br III or [ 1211. As is shown there, a has 
finite kernel and cokernel. So in particular the finiteness of Br(X) would 
imply the finiteness ofLLl(k(V), V, Jac(X,)) and vice versa. 
In [ 121 Tate, discussing the relation to the Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer 
conjectures presents the problem to construct a map like p and prove its 
properties directly for the Azumaya algebras on X without going first to the 
cohomology group H&(X, G,). This is what is done in this paper. 
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I 
For the convenience of the reader we recapitulate the fundamental 
properties of Azumaya algebras as developed for example in [ [3, 4, 5, 
Chap. II, $51. 
Let X be an arbitrary scheme, fixed for the following. 
DEFINITION 1. An Azumaya algebra A on X is a sheaf of associative 
@,-algebras with unit, as an b,-module sheaf locally free, faithful and of 
finite type such that 
(i) the canonical map of @,-algebras 
A Or, AoP + Endpx(A), 
(u 0 v) I--+ (a k-+ uau) 
is an isomorphism 
or equivalently to (i): 
(ii) for every closed point x E X, k(x) := @x,x/mx,x the residue field 
at x, A, := A @6x k(x), is a central simple k(x)-algebra. 
One has the following general properties which we formulate for simplicity 
only for the case of an affine scheme X = Spec(R). A can be taken then as an 
R-algebra in the usual sense, projective, faithful and of finite type as an R- 
module, which fulfills (i) or (ii) 
(a) The canonical map R -+ A, r H I . 1 makes R a direct summand 
of A. R is the center of A. 
(b) If P is a projective R-module of finite type, faithful, then End,(P), 
the ring of R-endomorphisms, is an Azumaya algebra over R. 
(c) If A, and A, are R-Azumaya algebras, then A, OR A, is again an 
Azumaya algebra over R. 
(d) Two Azumaya algebras A,, A, over R are called equivalent, if 
there exist projective R-modules P,, P, of finite type, faithful, such that 
A, OR End,(P,) g A, OR End,(P,). 
These equivalence classes of Azumaya algebras with tensor product as 
multiplication form the Brauer group Br(R). (The existence of an inverse is 
of course guaranteed by condition (i).) 
(e) Many of the general properties of Azumaya algebras can be 
obtained by using the Morita equivalences. We give one possible for- 
mulation. 
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Let P be a projective R-module of finite type, faithful: We have the 
category of right R-modules and right End,(P)-modules and the following 
pair of functors, which forms an equivalence of these two categories 
modTR C! mod-End,(P), 
Mb (MO,P), 
Horn E”dRdP’ N) + N* 
In particular the evalution map 
is an isomorphism of R-modules. This will be needed later on. 
Of course everything so far can be formulated in the appropriate way for 
an arbitrary scheme and can be proved by reducing to the afftne case, 
because if A is an Azumaya algebra on the scheme X, U = Spec(R) an open 
affine subset, then P( U, A) is an Azumaya algebra over R in the usual sense. 
In particular one has the concept of a Brauer group Br(X) for an arbitrary 
scheme X. 
(f) Let R be a discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal m and 
quotient field K, residue field k. Suppose A, as an R-module of finite type and 
free, A = @:= i Rei say, is an associative algebra with unit, such that A OR K 
is a central simple K-algebra. 
Then A is an Azumaya algebra over R iff A is a maximal order in 
A OR K =: A, and the discriminant 
det(R Trdeiej)l$i,j(J 3.b0 (m>, 
R Tr$ denoting the reduced trace of A over K. 
In the classical terminology this just means: m is not ramified in A, over 
K. 
(g) Suppose X is a regular irreducible two-dimensional scheme with 
generic point q and field of functions k(X). 
An Azumaya algebra A on X can then be given by the following data: 
(1) the generic fibre A,, a central simple algebra over k(X); 
(2) for every point x E X of codimension 1 a nonramified maximal 
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order A, c A, over the discrete valuation ring b,,,, su,ch that for almost all 
such x 
A,= i Bx,xei, 
i=l 
where e, ,..., e is an arbitrary fixed base for A, over k(X). 
Over any open affine set U = Spec(R) c X we define 
T(U,A) := n A, 
X&Y(‘) 
xeu 
(where (X1) denotes the points of codimension 1 of X). The conditions 
dim(X) < 2 and regularity are needed to conclude that T(U, A) is a projective 
R-module, which is true because T(U, A) is a reflexive R-module [2, 
Corollary to Proposition 4.71. The presheaf on the Zariski topology, 
U I-+ T(U, A) for U c X open afline, will give the Azumaya algebra A on X. 
2 
Let V denote either an open subset of the spectrum of a ring of S-integers 
in an algebraic number field or an irreducible curve scheme smooth over a 
perfect field. 
Suppose further we have a morphism f: X+ V with X regular and of 
dimension two such that the geometric fibers off are connected and the 
generic fibre X,, over the generic point q in V is smooth. We call k(q), the 
separable closure of k(q) = k(V), the function field of the scheme V. 
In this section we want to prove: 
THEOREM 1. Assume the conditions as above, furthermore the existence 
of a section s: V-+X with f o s = id,. Then one has an exact sequence 
0 --+ Br( V) a Br(X) 4, H’(k(rl),/k(rl), Pic’“‘(X,,)(k(rl),)), (1) 
where a is the homomorphism induced by pullback via f and where p is as 
constructed below. 
Remark. In Sections 3 and 4 we will discuss Im@) under the extra 
condition that V is an open set of the spectrum of a ring of integers or of a 
regular algebraic curve over a finite field. The elements of H’(Ga1 k(q),/k(v), 
Pic”‘(X,,)(k(q),)) can be interpreted, as is well known, as principal 
homogeneous spaces under the action of the algebraic group Pic”‘(X,)/k(q), 
defined over k(q). 
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Proof of Theorem 1. 
(a) We first have to construct the homomorphism p: Br(X) + 
H’(Gal(k(q),/k(q)), Pic’“‘(X,J(k(r,r),). This is done as follows: By Tsen’s 
theorem [7, p. 1371 for the characteristic zero case and by Grothendieck 
[8, Br III, 1l] in general there exists a Galois extension F of k(q), such that 
A,, OkCttj F as an Azumaya algebra on X,, OkC,,) F is trivial; that is, we have 
a locally free module sheaf E on (X, OkCVj F) and an isomorphism 
A, @k(v) F z End(E) 
of algebras. 
We can consider the integral closure of V in F and call this V,. Then also 
(A Op, @,,) as an algebra on (XX, V,) is split. Extending our notation in an 
obvious way, we have an isomorphism 
To get a description fthis situation by Galois-cohomology, we consider the 
following diagrams for u E Gal(F/k(n)): 
(A Be,, 6,) + End(E) 
(IOU) 
1 i 
i,:=f~l@o)f-~. 
7 
(A CT&,. @,,I --&+ End(E) 
(3) 
@,, is a u-linear map, so we can consider 6, also as a 8,,-linear map by 
changing E in the target of the map q?,, to E(O), where E(O) is E, but the 
action of RV1 is now via cr. Therefore we have isomorphisms. 
q,, : End(E) + End(E’“‘) 
By using the Morita duality [9, I. $71 we obtain from the isomorphisms 
above 
E 0 Homm(,,(E, EC”)) + E(U) , (5) 
where v, is of course the evaluation map and E(O) is an End(E)-module 
sheaf via the isomorphism op,. 
In particular itfollows that 
HommC,,(E, E’“‘) =: L, 
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is a line bundle on X x V V, ; so restricting to the generic tibre off we get a 
map 
Gal(F/k(r)) + Pic”‘(X,)(F), 
ok--+ [L,l 
(6) 
into the F-values of the zero component Picard group of the curve X,/k(q). 
We have to check: (i) The mapping u t--+ [L,] gives a 1-cocycle and 
defines therefore an element in H’(Gal(k(q),/k(q)), Pic”‘(X,)(k(q),). 
ProoJ We have the commutative diagram 
End(E) A __ End(E)’ 
End(E)“’ 
(7) 
This induces an isomorphism 
Horn End,, (E. ET) 0 HomEnd(Erj(Er, Eu7) -- -- 
r Horn E”(j,, (E. P). -- 
Therefore we get even canonical (but depending onf) isomorphisms 
x (rT:LT07L,+L,, for u, r E Gal(F/k(q)). (9) 
(That xv,, are in fact isomorphisms follows immediately because on every 
fibre off the degree of the line bundles is zero and the maps are not trivial!) 
In particular it follows: o I+ [L,] defines a I-cocycle and therefore an 
element in H’(k(q),/k(q), Pic’“‘(X,J(k(q),)), using the usual shortened 
notation for the Galois-cohomology. 
(ii) The class of the cocycle constructed above does not depend on the 
following choices made in this construction: 
(a) choice of the Azumaya algebra A in the class [A ] E Br(X), 
@I) choice of the splitting Galois extension F/k(q), 
(y) choice of the locally free module E in (1). 
We discuss only the last point, the others being essentially clear. By the 
general theory of Azumaya algebras, the isomorphism induced by (2), 
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End(E) r End(E), implies the existence of a line bundle L with E @L NE’. 
(Use (e) of Section 1.) This induces the following change in L,: 
Lb = Hom,,,,,&E 0 L, (E 0 L)“) 
g (HOmE (E, E(“‘)) @ L - ’ @ L”, 
so the cocycles (T I+ L, and u H Lb are equivalent. This gives finally the 
desired map 
P: Br(JJ --) H1(Gal(k(rl),lk(rl))9 Pic’“‘(~,)(~(r),). 
It is easy to check, that this is a homomorphism. 
(b) Suppose we have an Azumaya algebra of the form f*(A), A an 
Azumaya algebra on V. We can find a vector space E on F such that 
A TI @k(n) F z End(E). It follows immediately from the construction fthe L, 
that these are .trivial line bundles on X, OkC,,) F because they are the 
pullbacks of one-dimensional vector spaces on F. Therefore we have 
j3oa=O! 
(c) The injectivity of a: Br(V) + Br(X) follows immediately from the 
existence of a section for the tiberingf: 
(d) To prove Theorem 1, we have still to show that /3([A]) = 0 for a 
class [A ] E Br(X) implies that some representative of [A ] already comes 
from V. Using the existence of a section s off: X+ V, we can therefore 
assume that A 1 s(V) g End(M), M an appropriate bundle on s(V). We then 
have to show under the assumption that p([AJ) = 0: [A] in a(Br(V)). 
Now/l([A])=O pl im ies: We can find a line bundle L on X, OkC,,) F such 
that 
Because A 1 s(V) is a split Azumaya algebra, changing the cocycle CJ F+ L, in 
its class, we can conclude: There are isomorphisms 
such that the following diagrams commute 
(12) 
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We can now find an L on the whole of X xv Vi, satisfying (10) on X Xv Vi, 
because for an arbitrary extension of L (this exists!) to (X Xv V,), 
L @ (Lo)-’ will differ from L, only by a line bundle induced from Vi. 
Changing L byf*(L ( s(V,))-‘, we can assume, that L is trivial on s(V,); the 
same holds for L,, so the line bundle, which gives the difference b tween L, 
and L @ (Lo)-’ will be trivial on s( Vi) also. But because it is induced, we 
have (10) for (XX, Vi). 
Changing E to (E @ L) in (1) in the construction of the L,, we can 
therefore assume 
4 EL,. xxyv, - 
If we choose these isomorphisms so that they tit together with the f;,, we 
obtain, say, isomorphisms 
such that the following diagrams commute: 
(13) 
Using these h,, we induce isomorphisms 
E-=-&O B (id,E 0 Pxxp, XXYVl - (14) 
where w, is the evalution and the first isomorphism is the obvious one: 
e F-+ e @ 1. We call the composed isomorphism p,. 
One can check easily that the following diagrams commute: 
(15) 
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for 0,7 E Gal(F/k@)). Galois descent [9, II $5 ] implies the existence of a 
vector bundle E, on X and an isomorphism g : E, OS, @V, r E such that 
Eo O,,.@vl+ E 
(lq:,) / 
I 
I PO 
I 
(16) 
Eo O&@“, R &E(U) 
commutes. (Here we take E, OFIy@,,, downstairs as a @,,,,,-module via a!) 
This induces finally the commutative diagrams 
(17) 
g-Y -’ induces a Galois descent then, proving A zEnd(E,) already on X. 
This is to be shown. 
3 
In this section and the next we discuss more precisely the image of the 
map 
under the assumption that I’ is the spectrum of a ring of S-integers orsome 
open part of a complete regular curve defined over a finite field. 
Let u E V be a closed point and k%, the completion of k(V) with respect 
to the valuation corresponding to V. We have the restriction map 
H’(k( I’), Pic”‘(X,,)(k( V),) 
--fL Hl($$j,, Pic’“‘(X,)($j,),). 
DEFINITION 1. 
n (Ker(r,)) =: LLI (k(V), V, Pic”‘(X,)), 
L’E v 
uclosed 
the Tate-Shafarewich group of the abelian variety Pic”‘(X,) of line bundles 
of degree zero over k(V) with respect o V. 
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Remark. This group is not quite the usual Tate-Shafarewich group, 
because V perhaps does not contain all the valuations of k(V). For example 
the archimedean ones in the case of an order are always missing in this 
context. 
THEOREM 2. p maps Br(X) into the subgroup LLI (k(V), V, Pic’“‘(X,)). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Denote by X, := f -l(v) the fibre over v, by XU the 
formal completion of X, in X. X0 is a scheme over the completion &V,, of 
@“,, with respect o v. We have a map Br(X) + Br(XJ by restricting the 
Azumaya algebras to 8,. By tensorisation with the quotient field k/i2j, of 
8 y,u, we get a map 
Br(X) --f Br~~,)O~v,~,6h). 
The following diagram commutes: 
Br(X) - Br(XJ - BrGf, C%,,, k/isj,,) 
H’@(V), Pic’“‘(X,)(k(V),)) -+ H1(@k, 
For the proof of Theorem 2 it is therefore enough to show Br(X,) = 0. 
To prove this we have to look at deformations of Azumaya algebras. This 
is already studied f.e. in [8, Br I]; lo]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let R be a local ring and I c R an ideal with I2 = 0. 
The canonical map Br(R)+ Br(R/I) is injective. 
ProoJ: Assume A is an Azumaya algebra over R, x:= 
A OR R/I 5’ M(n, R/Z). We lift h to a module isomorphism 
h:ArM(n,R). 
h will not be an algebra isomorphism in general. The obstruction to this can 
be obtained as follows: For x, y E A consider h(xy) - h(x) h(y) E IM(n, R). 
But these expressions depend only on the classes x + IA and y + IA, so we 
get a map 
A@ 2-t IM(n, R), 
(x 0 Y> I-+ 4x. v) - h(x) h(y). 
This is a 2-cocycle in the Hochschild-cohomology 
HZ@, IM(n, R)) = Ext$BZO,(& IM(n, R)), 
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where I(M(n, R) is an A@ xoP-module via h in the obvious way. But 
because x is an Azumaya algebra, the formulation of the Morita duality in 
Section 1 gives immediately that 3 is a projective 20 ~op-module and 
therefore HZ@, IM(n, R)) = 0. One checks easily that the vanishing of the 
cocycle class is precisely the obstruction to extending E to a homomorphism 
h: A -+ M(n, R). But this is by Nakayama’s lemma of course an 
isomorphism. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Let R be a local ring and I c R a nilpotent ideal. Then the 
canonical map 
Br(R) + Br(R/I) 
is injective 
Proof: Obvious by Proposition 1. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let X be a regular noetherian scheme or one- 
dimensional noetherian and A an Azumaya algebra on X, such that for a 
certain covering (Vi) of X by open aJ%ze subsets A (viz M(n, B,,). Then A 
itself is split on X, that is, there is a locally free module sheaf E with 
A z End,(E). 
Proof of Proposition 2. Choose hi: A Iair M(n, B,J. One can take the 
covering (Ui) tine enough, so that hihI:’ is an inner automorphism given by 
an element tij E GL,(@vinoj). To construct a locally free module sheaf E, the 
tij should tit together on intersections (Ui n Ujn 17,). The obstruction to this 
are the elements 
So the- obstruction to finding E is in H2(X, 0;). But this group is zero in 
both cases. (a) X regular: consider 0 + 8; + KS + K,*/@$ -+ 0, where K, is 
the sheaf of full quotient rings of 8,. Because Kz is a constant sheaf, 
H’(X, KS) = 0 for i > 1. Furthermore H’(X, KS/@:) = 0, because K$*/@,$ is 
a flasque sheaf, if X is regular. Therefore H2(X, 8s) = 0. 
(b) X a reduced curve and 2 the normalisation. Then consider 
1 + @s/8,* + K,/b; -+ K;/@$ + 1. 
But H’(X, 8$/e,*) = 0 for i > 1, because @/@$ has a zero-dimensional 
support; furthermore by the above H’(X, K$/B$) = 0, so H’(X, K$/B,*) = 0 
and therefore also in this case H’(X, 8;) = 0. The general case is easily 
reduced to this. Q.E.D. 
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Denote by Fu the sheaf, defining the point u E V. Let 3:’ :=Xu with 
structure sheaf Rx:)= B,/.FE for n 2 1. These are infinitesimal 
neighborhoods of X, in X, 8, = lint 3”“’ in the category of schemes. 
PROPOSITION 3. Br(Xt’) = 0 for all n 2 1. 
Proof: By Propositions 1 and 2 it is enough to show this for the reduced 
complete curve X” 4 X,, defined over the finite residue field k(u) of ZJ in V. 
If X, is regular, the Hasse-Brauer-Noether theorem implies: Br(X,,) = 0. [f.e. 
[7, VII, 25, Satz l]]. The general case can be reduced easily to this by 
considering the normalisation of X, and making use of Proposition 2 again. 
PROPOSITION 4. Br(Xl,)= 0. 
Proof: Let A be an Azumaya algebra on d,. A ] Xl’ is trivial for all n by 
Proposition 3. In particular for x E 8,, (A ] Xp’)x is a trivial @,:;I,~ Azumaya 
algebra and by Proposition 1 these trivialisations 
can be constructed to fit together. 
Therefore A, is a trivial em,,- Azumaya algebra for all x E X,, that is, A is 
locally trivial in the Zariski-topology. But then by Proposition 2, because 2,. 
is a regular scheme, it follows that A itself is split. Q.E.D. 
4 
We. make the following assumption for the fibering f: X + V considered 
already in Section 2 and 3. 
(i) f admits a section s: V+ X. 
(ii) V is either the spectrum of a ring of S-integers of an algebraic 
number field or an open part of a complete regular algebraic curve defined 
over a finite field. 
Under these assumptions we have 
THEOREM 3. The homomorphism 
P: Br(X) --t UJ (k(v), K Pic’“‘(X,)(W),)) 
is onto 
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Proof: Suppose we have an element on the right represented by the 
cocycle 
Gal(F/k(q)) + Pic’“‘(X,)(F), 
ut--+ Ll
with the cocycle relations 
-l-he 4U.T can be chosen in different ways up to multiplication by elements of 
F*. We want to make a choice, such that all the following diagrams 
commute: 
The obstruction to doing this gives a cocycle in H3(k(q), k(v):). But this 
group is zero by class field theory [f.e. [ 11, p. 25611. Therefore we can 
assume right from the start the commutativity of the diagrams above. 
We define the locally free sheaf on X, OkC,,) F
E:= @ L,. 
We obtain canonically, using the #,.,, 
EcT) = @ (Lo)” 3 @ (L;‘&,) 
0 (I 
5 L;’ 0 E 
or 
h, : E r L, @EC=‘. (20) 
Because we have the commutativity in (19), it is an easy exercise to see 
that the following diagrams commute: 
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E ht L, @EC*’ 
i 
idO( 
L,, @ EC=’ ,= L, @ (L, @Ecu))’ 
(21) 
But this induces immediately a complete system of isomorphisms 
End(E) +*-End(E’“‘) fitting together to give a descent. This defines an 
Azumaya algebra A,, on X,,, which gives, going back, the cocycle class we 
started with. 
We have the possibility to change A,, to A, @f,*(D), D a central simple 
algebra on k(q), f, : X, + Spec k(v) the restriction off to the generic fibre. 
This operation does not affect he associated cohomology class. Now A,, can 
be restricted to the point s(q) given by the section s. This gives therefore the 
possibility to change to A, @f,*(Agp 1 s(v)), f, :X,, -+ Spec k(q) the 
restriction off to the generic tibre; we can therefore assume without loss of 
generality that A, ( s(q) is a split algebra. 
Consider now the Azumaya algebra (A, @k,qj i@&,) on (X, @k(Vj $&J 
for v E V, k(q) = k(V) as before. Because the associated cocycle to this 
algebra is trivial, we can conclude, using the arguments of Section 2, that 
A, %I) m v is induced by some central simple algebra on &&. (In fact 
one has the exact sequence 
n 
0 -+ WWM -, WX, @k(tt) 63,) -+ HICGLT Pic’“‘(~,kh,)) 
which can be proved by the arguments in Section 2.) 
0. But then because A, / s(v) is split, it is clear that A,, Okcttj k(y), is induced 
by some split &tral simple algebra on @, and so is actually split itself. 
We can now conclude that our A,, can be really extended to an Azumaya 
algebra’on X itself: By (g) of Section 1 it is enough for this to extend A to an 
Azumaya algebra on all the discrete valuations rings @x,xt~, J$’ a generic 
point of one of the components of the libre X,. By (f) of Section 1 A can be 
extended to @x,fit;, iff it can be extended to the completion with respect to 
valuation given by xi? on 8x,ti’, say &bx,xri,. This is the valuation ring of 
/\ 
k(X)4!,. It is enough for our purpose to show that the algebra A, Okt,,) c&t, 
is trivial. The existence of an extension is then obvious. But there is an 
obvious homomorphism 
k(X) 
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and A will be trivial by the above already over (I@,) Okctlj mu). This 
proves finally Theorem 3. 
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